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Introduction
The Man Who Was Sam Hunnicutt

 Samuel Jeter “Sam” Hunnicutt was born in Yancey Coun-
ty in the northwestern North Carolina mountains on March 
23, 1880. His family moved to Swain County when Sam was 
a small boy, and it was there he spent the remainder of his 
youth and most of his adult years. He was the sixth of sev-
en children. In keeping with the unusual middle name Jeter, 
a number of his siblings—Waitsell, Celie (or Celia), Socra-
tes, Christopher Columbus, and Spurgeon—had somewhat 
strange given names. Even a spinster sister with the seeming-
ly normal name of Sarah Bridget came to be known, once she 
reached adulthood and did not marry, as “Biddy.” Although 
she went by Bridget, the family called her “Biddy.” This came 
from the fact that her siblings, when small, had trouble pro-
nouncing her real name and substituted Biddy. Their nick-
name stuck.
 We know far less than might be wished about the de-
tails of Hunnicutt’s life. After his marriage to Leah Truett, 
the couple settled in a home situated on a tract of land in 
what is today’s Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The 
house sat on a small flat alongside Hammer Branch at the 
point where that little stream enters Deep Creek from the 
west three miles or thereabouts from the town of Bryson 
City. Even today the knowing eye can detect signs of the 
human presence there in forms such as remnants of an old 
stone wall and forsythia bushes whose bright yellow flowers 
remind us, with each returning spring, that this was a place 
where folks as hardy as the plant once resided. Although it 
was home to Hunnicutt and his family he never owned the 
house or land surrounding it. Both belonged to a New Eng-
lander named Marion Eppley. 
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 Fabulously wealthy and learned (he held a Ph. D. from 
Princeton), Eppley made a major contribution to America’s 
World War I effort through development of a number of 
precision electrical instruments related to industrial uses in 
specialized areas where Germany had heretofore been pre-
eminent. Eppley also saw service in World War II, where he 
was assigned to the Pacific theater and served as Admiral 
Chester Nimitz’s personal representative.
 He created the Eppley Laboratory in Rhode Island and 
underwrote various philanthropic efforts, some of which 
continue in place until today, connected with research and 
land preservation. In a sense his linkage to Hunnicutt might 
be viewed in the same sort of light as that of affluent Ren-
aissance families, such as the Medici, in supporting artists, 
sculptors, and other talented individuals. The friendship 
between this polished, highly educated Yankee patriot and 
a rough backwoodsman of the Smokies would seem an un-
likely one; yet they clearly were close. Eppley recognized 
Hunnicutt as a man apart, and it isn’t much of a stretch to 
suggest that he served as Hunnicutt’s patron. While Sam un-
dertook various types of work over the course of his long 
life, it is pretty clear that he loved to hunt and fish far more 
than he cared for the drudgery of daily toil. To a considerable 
degree Eppley helped facilitate that lifestyle.
 The precise nature of the linkage between the two men 
likely will never be known, but it seems logical to con-
clude that Eppley was greatly taken by Hunnicutt’s rustic 
character and superb woodsman’s skills. In return for Sam 
guiding him and his first wife on regular pilgrimages to the 
Smokies which involved hunting, fishing, and photography 
while camping in the backcountry, Eppley likely allowed 
him to use the home and farm the land free of charge. As 
the material in this book makes abundantly clear, the un-
likely pair spent considerable time together. Indeed, the au-
thor credits Eppley with giving him the idea which led to 
the publication of the work.
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 Once Sam and Leah settled down on the little mountain 
homestead, they produced a sizeable brood of eight children, 
one of whom died shortly after birth and is buried at the 
Hammer Branch home site in an unmarked grave close by 
the musical, murmuring waters of Deep Creek. Hunnicutt’s 
father and one of his brothers also rest in graves lacking even 
so much as a creek stone to mark them. Their burial sites are 
a mile or so farther up Deep Creek where members of the 
family once owned property. Modern-day Hunnicutt family 
members and a few others do know the locations of the sites, 
and hopefully markers can be placed to memorialize these 
simple mountain folks. 
 Exactly what Sam did to earn his livelihood is a bit of a 
mystery. Both this edition of his book and a subsequent one 
published in 1951 list him as “General Manager of the Bryson 
City, N.C., Branch of the Great Smoky Mountains Tourist 
Bureau.” Such an agency may well have existed but if so, I 
have never found a student of the region’s history familiar 
with it. It seems fair to conclude that a position of this sort 
would not have provided anything approaching sufficient 
income to feed the Hunnicutt brood. Family oral history also 
indicates that for a number of years he owned a small store 
nearby. Since there were dozens of families living in the area, 
some of them along Deep Creek but even more on its major 
feeder, Indian Creek, and nearby branches similar in size to 
Hammer Branch, there would have been plenty of potential 
customers for such an operation. 
 Enduring family stories likewise have him running a 
small sawmill adjacent to his Hammer Branch home site, 
and it would have provided useful income, as well as a source 
of barter, from those living in the area. Sam and Leah almost 
certainly did some subsistence farming, such as planting a 
garden, cultivating a field of corn, raising chickens, and hav-
ing free-range hogs. Those were approaches to life so com-
mon as to be near universal at the time. For two years in the 
early 1930s Sam worked as “front rod” man for the crew that 
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surveyed the Park prior to its creation, and given his tough-
ness and knowledge of the terrain he would have been ideal 
for that position. He also mentions having known, at one 
time, fifteen families “who lived by catching fish and selling 
them for a cent apiece.” In all likelihood the Hunnicutt fam-
ily would have been among their number.
 A central feature of all Hunnicutt’s adult years, although 
it is not one which figures in this book, was his obsession 
with minerals. He was mesmerized, to the end of his days, 
by an elusive dream of getting rich by finding uranium, gold, 
silver, or precious stones. While there is no evidence of his 
having owned property, he did acquire mineral rights to 
various sites in Swain County and beyond. When in need 
of “cash money” he periodically sold such rights to acquire 
new ones or to procure funds for some immediate purpose. 
Throughout his life Sam was always looking for a “strike” 
which would make him a rich man. Old-time newspaper-
man Bob Terrell related Sam’s excitedly reporting on one 
occasion “I’ve struck silver” and another time crawling into 
a cave and coming out saying “chromite, sulfide and magne-
sium, if I know my minerals.” The fact that Marion Eppley 
acknowledged Hunnicutt’s expertise as a mineralogist, albeit 
totally self-trained, speaks well of his abilities in the field. 
 Another longtime pursuit of Sam’s was “sanging”—hunt-
ing ginseng roots for sale to Asian markets. In this book Sam 
tells one story about finding a sprawling patch of “sang” he 
had heard about through the legendary moonshiner, Quill 
Rose. It seems likely he would have gathered other market-
able plants, such as yellow root and galax, along with gather-
ing chestnuts, as means of earning a bit of money. Unques-
tionably he would have known the whereabouts of valuable 
medicinal plants as well as following standard mountain ap-
proaches to “yarbing” (hunting and using herbs).
 Undoubtedly Sam’s was a hardscrabble existence, and 
there are plenty of indications that at times he could be a 
hard and troublesome man. As one of his grandchildren, 
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Barbara Edwards, laughingly commented to me when I 
mentioned that he may have hunted in the Park well after 
its creation and the outlawing of all hunting within Park 
boundaries, “I could see him doing just that if he took a 
notion.” Indeed, much of his life seems, if judged by the 
contents of his book, to have involved spur-of-the-moment 
“notions” when he and others would set out to the remote 
back country to hunt or fish. 
 On the other hand, offsetting what some might con-
sider unattractive aspects of his character and his staunch 
independence, portions of Hunnicutt’s personality clearly 
were enchanting. He became a popular fixture at Bascom 
Lamar Lunsford’s annual Mountain Dance and Folk Festival 
in Asheville, where he exhibited extraordinary abilities as a 
singer, yodeler, and storyteller. He was also singularly adept at 
mimicking the sounds of creatures of the wild. His imitations 
of bear, turkey, owl, panther, and other animals were record-
ed at the 1941 Festival and now are housed in the Library of 
Congress American Folklife Center. Anytime things started 
to drag a bit or audience attention waned at Lunsford’s annu-
al event, Sam would liven things up with what one observer 
described as “his blood-curdling bear dog calls.”
 Unquestionably Sam Hunnicutt lived life to its fullest 
and did so strictly according to his own dictates. His nine 
decades of life may not have defined him as a model of pro-
priety at every turn, but one cannot fail to envy his free spir-
it and days without number spent in the remote fastnesses 
forming some of the most beautiful and beguiling areas of 
the entire Great Smokies. 
 Hunnicutt was without question a highly original exam-
ple of a mountain character. From his late twenties onward 
he always wore high-topped boots, summer and winter, and 
surviving photos invariably show him with such footwear. As 
a young man he had been bitten by “the biggest old rattler 
ever I seed,” and it left a knot on his leg as well as an enduring 
memory. “I can still feel the heat of them fangs,” he would say. 
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 Although decidedly rough around the edges, Sam meld-
ed well with better educated men who shared his interests 
and admired his abilities. In addition to Dr. A. M. Bennett, 
an important man on the local scene whom he credits with 
being his sporting mentor, and the aforementioned Marion 
Eppley, Hunnicutt hunted regularly with highly respected 
citizens such as Reverend O. P. Williams and his boys, Tom 
Clark and his sons, members of the Cleveland (Tennessee) 
Hunting Club, and of course the inimitable Mark Cathey, 
who figures more prominently in this book than anyone oth-
er than Sam the mountain man himself. 
 One local contemporary noticeably missing in Sam’s 
writings is Horace Kephart, and similarly, Kephart does not 
mention Sam in any of his writings. While other hunters of 
Hunnicutt’s ilk, such as Quill Rose and Granville Calhoun, 
figure in its coverage, there is no mention whatsoever of 
Hunnicutt (or Mark Cathey) in Our Southern Highlanders. 
Sam consistently named those involved in his outings, so 
clearly Kephart never participated. Yet the fact that this re-
print utilizes Kephart’s personal copy of the book tells us that 
the well-known author knew of Hunnicutt. It could scarcely 
have been otherwise, given the tight-knit nature of the local 
community and the fact that most of Hunnicutt’s hunting 
and fishing took place on Deep Creek, the site of Kephart’s 
last permanent campsite.
 Surely Kephart, with his journalist’s instincts ever on 
the lookout for titillating subjects, as is amply evidenced by 
his coverage of subjects including the murder of Hol Rose, 
moonshiners, bear hunting, and the efforts of revenuers, 
would have seized on quaint characters such as Hunnicutt 
and Cathey as prime subjects for his literary mill. Their ab-
sence in his writings is almost certainly explained by the 
fact that neither Hunnicutt nor Cathey wanted to associate 
with him. They weren’t averse to being afield or astream 
with outsiders—both did considerable guiding for Yankee 
“sports”—but they were independent-minded souls. As such, 
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they would have known of Kephart’s negative stereotyping of 
“branch-water people,” a group to which both certainly be-
longed. As a result, they would have been unwilling to in-
clude Kephart in their outings.
 Sam, who lived with first one then another of his chil-
dren in later life, moving periodically to different households, 
clearly had a real knack when it came to entertaining his 
numerous grandchildren. One of them, Jessie Dyer Cloer, the 
daughter of Ruby Hunnicutt Dyer, was a school classmate of 
this writer. She fondly remembers the years he spent with her 
parents and siblings at their Davis Branch home near Bryson 
City. “My goodness, could he yodel,” she reminisces. “When 
he got to goin’ you could hear him all up and down Davis 
Branch and all of us kids loved it.” He also tried to interest his 
offspring in prospecting, and a number of them enjoyed ac-
companying him on rock hound outings. Jessie says she was 
“bitten by the rock bug” at one time, but adds “for me it was 
just a hobby that Grandpa got me and a bunch of his other 
grandchildren started on.”
 Hunnicutt never lacked for an opinion and as newspa-
perman Bob Terrell noted after a long talk (or more accu-
rately, a long listen) with him late in Sam’s life, “He loves to 
talk.” He gave his thoughts on matters, especially those re-
lating to his beloved Smokies, in pithy, unvarnished fashion. 
As Terrell rightly concluded: “He wouldn’t mind voicing (his 
thoughts) to the president of these United States.” 
 Sam’s final three and a half decades of life, from the cre-
ation of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in 1934 
onward, found him for the most part rootless with no fixed 
place of abode. Like many others of his era and geographical 
background, the creation of the Park was a traumatic up-
rooting that destroyed their way of life to such a degree that 
they never fully recovered. For example, his erstwhile buddy, 
Mark Cathey, had the same experience, although he did not 
live nearly as long as Hunnicutt.
 Between stays at the homes of his children, Hunnicutt 
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spent time wandering in remote areas of his beloved high 
country, hunting and fishing when he had an opportunity, 
and dabbling in periodic geological exploration. The final 
portion of his life found him in the Asheville area, living for 
a time with a son and eventually being housed in that era’s 
equivalent of a rest home. Hunnicutt died in 1969 (his grave 
marker mistakenly gives the year of his death as 1970) and is 
buried in West Memorial Park in the small town of Weaver-
ville, located in Buncombe County, North Carolina.

The Book

 For the most part mountain folks have never been in-
clined to be particularly boastful. By the same token, though, 
they have a degree of confidence and self-pride which some-
times emerges in interesting fashion. For example Uncle 
Mark Cathey, who was probably Hunnicutt’s closest sporting 
companion, was fond of stating “I’ve been accused of be-
ing the finest fisherman in the Smokies.” As Cathey’s boon 
sporting buddy with whom he shared countless backcountry 
campfires, Hunnicutt took a somewhat similar approach to 
sporting matters. In the introduction to this book, he states 
his case in no uncertain terms. “I claim to be a perfect hunter 
and fisherman for game fish; I know the best kinds of hunt-
ing outfit to use, I know the best kind of gun to use for killing 
game and also the best dogs to use for hunting.”
 That single run-on sentence reveals a great deal about 
the man and no small amount about his literary style. Ob-
viously Sam was no Shakespeare of the Smokies, and those 
who read this quaint and heretofore exceedingly rare book 
soon realize that the author was at best only marginally 
literate. His education was limited to a few years in grade 
school, and it’s probable that even those years found him 
indifferent to “book larnin’.” Sam was always, first and fore-
most, a man of the outdoors. Several of his descendants 
are of the opinion that he dictated the book to a stenogra-
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pher, recounting one story after another as she wrote them 
down. That quite possibly was the case and would explain 
jarring variations in the book such as the handling of the 
name and spelling of Marion Eppley, a key benefactor who 
quite possibly underwrote some or all the cost of the book’s 
printing and publication.
 Literary pretensions or lack thereof, Sam clearly had a 
remarkable memory and used it to good effect in recalling 
the highly detailed hunting and fishing trips which form 
the body of his book. The defining characteristics of his 
stories include careful recounting of specifics such as geo-
graphical location (most of the stories or chapters are set 
in the Deep Creek drainage where he lived), participants, 
game or fish sought and caught or killed, information on 
details of the outing including length of stay, and partic-
ulars about what the party ate. Noticeably missing is any 
chronology in terms of dates.
 Hunnicutt even provides a sort of sporting scorecard in 
the first edition, stating: “I have helped kill 55 bears from 
dogs, I have helped catch over 500 coons with dogs, (and) 
I have been at the catching of 76 foxes with fox-hounds.” 
Many years after this book appeared, when he was in his 
late seventies, Sam told an Asheville newspaper report-
er that he had “personally killed 33 bears and been in on 
the kill of 104” along with having caught more than 1,000 
coons. The specificity of these figures might suggest a me-
ticulously maintained diary, but no one in the family re-
members anything of this nature and it seems highly un-
likely that Sam would have faithfully recorded the details of 
every hunt. What is much more likely is that he possessed a 
near-photographic memory. 
 One also has to wonder about some of his old-age rec-
ollections of sport, since he mentioned once having seen 
sixty-two deer in a field near his home and that he and Mark 
Cathey “once counted ninety turkeys in a string.” Turkeys 
were certainly plentiful but other evidence from his salad 
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days suggests whitetails, far from being numerous, were 
quite scarce. On the other hand, his thoughts about game 
management were squarely in keeping with what today’s 
wildlife biologists recommend, with controlled burns being 
at the top of his list. As matters stood, he said, “the Park has 
grown over with so much underbrush it’s forced the berries 
and edible herbs out of existence.” Given the fact that vast 
areas of the Park had been clear cut in the early decades of 
the twentieth century, along with the demise of the mighty 
chestnut almost immediately afterward, his statement about 
wild tangles and sparse mast has the ring of truth.
 It should be noted that there are four distinct versions 
of the book—two published during Sam’s lifetime, a reprint 
handled by his granddaughter, Virginia Zakroski, a few years 
back, and a recent and somewhat mysterious edition from 
YesterLodge Editions. The family had no contact whatso-
ever with this Texas publisher. The original work, the one 
being reprinted here, carries a 1926 date; it was reissued, 
with numerous changes, in 1951. Most notable among the 
changes is a reduction from forty-seven tales in the 1926 ver-
sion (although one of them appeared twice) to thirty-nine in 
the 1951 version. A careful comparison will also reveal scores 
of minor changes in the wording of some stories, their place-
ment, and in the photographs used. The third edition from 
Zakroski includes an additional seven pieces not found in 
the 1951 printing. The YesterLodge version contains a brief 
“Publisher’s Note” which indicates the 1926 text was used 
with “corrected errors in typing and where facts may have 
been lost in the translation from his original notes to the typ-
ist’s hand.” This assumes that Sam actually wrote out the text 
rather than dictating it and also strongly implies extensive 
knowledge of the relevant facts. That is doubtful. 
 Details of various editions aside, what the book, which 
is extraordinarily rare in the first two editions, clearly con-
veys is that the author was the genuine article. Anyone fa-
miliar with the terrain he describes immediately comes to 
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two striking realizations—he knew the portion of the Smok-
ies embraced by the Deep Creek drainage, and perhaps to 
a slightly lesser degree the Noland Creek and Oconaluftee 
River basins, with an intimacy born of untold miles of “feet 
on the ground” acquaintance. Secondly, the way he and fel-
low hunters got about steep, rugged terrain where rhodo-
dendron hells and wooly heads are commonplace speaks of a 
hardiness seldom found in today’s world.
 Eppley actually encouraged him in that regard, because 
it seems that on a regular basis, perhaps even annually for a 
number of years, he and his wife would travel to the Smok-
ies to spend extended periods of time in the backcountry 
with Sam as a guide and camp factotum. Hunnicutt tacit-
ly acknowledges that Eppley was a benefactor, never mind 
that in his “Introductory” (sic) he calls him Martin Epply 
and has him living in New York City rather than New Eng-
land. Perhaps for Sam, like Hank Williams, Jr., there wasn’t 
much difference between Hell and New York City (or Rhode 
Island). In the heart of the book Hunnicutt manages to right 
the spelling ship with the first name but persists in misspell-
ing the last name by leaving out the second “e.”
 Hunnicutt’s recognition of Eppley comes in two forms. 
Eppley and his wife figure prominently in the subjects of sto-
ries 11 and 29 in Twenty Years of Hunting and Fishing in the 
Great Smoky Mountains (in the 1951 edition the latter story 
is number 23) and the author credits Eppley with being the 
catalyst leading to the book’s publication. “He hunted with 
me a great deal,” Hunnicutt notes, “and he often told me he 
would like to read a book I could write about my hunting 
life. About six years ago (this would have been shortly after 
the conclusion of World War I) I decided to write this book.” 
 It seems logical to assume that Eppley helped under-
write the costs of its printing, layout, design, and publica-
tion. It is difficult to conceive of Sam, who lived an elemen-
tal, Spartan existence, scraping together sufficient funds to 
pay a printer. While the 1951 edition would have garnered 
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some financial support from the advertisements, upwards 
of 40 in all, scattered throughout the book, there were no 
such advertisements in the first edition. It does feature a 
number of photographs. While the photographer is not 
identified, it is quite possible that many of them were im-
ages taken by “Doc” Kelly Bennett, a noted local druggist 
and skilled photographer who was the son of Dr. Aurelius 
Bennett, Hunnicutt’s hunting mentor. 

Sources

 Interviews and correspondence with Hunnicutt de-
scendants including Jessie Dyer Cloer, Virginia Zakroski, 
Andra Edwards, Barbara Edwards, John Dyer, Jeff Allen, 
Wanda Powell, and Linda Marlor. Also interviewed were 
my father, Commodore Casada, who grew up close to 
where the Hunnicutts lived on Hammer Branch, and Jim 
Estes. The “Dyer Family” entry on page 151 of The Heri-
tage of Swain County, written by Johnnie Dyer, gives family 
details. A 1941 recording of Sam singing, doing imitations 
of various animal sounds, and yodeling at Bascom Lamar 
Lunsford’s annual gathering in Asheville is at the American 
Folklife Center at the Library of Congress. Bob Terrell wrote 
multiple columns on him in the Asheville Citizen-Times, 
most notably one of Jan. 19, 1958, when Sam was living with 
family members in Asheville and a second one (I have only 
a clipping missing the date) memorializing him shortly after 
his death in 1969. My previous writings on Hunnicutt in-
clude “Outdoor Literature,” Blue Ridge Outdoors, Feb., 1993, 
pages 14-15, 21; and “Remembering Sam Hunnicutt” (Sept. 
27, 2007) and “Some Swain Sporting Greats and a Great Lo-
cal Mystery” Aug. 14, 2014, in the Smoky Mountain Times. 
George Ellison wrote of his life in a piece entitled “Early 
Sportsman Told His Stories Exactly as They Happened” in 
the Mar. 29, 1984 edition of the Smoky Mountain Times and 
later in “Sam Hunnicutt’s Writing was Raw and Original,” 
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in the Aug. 21, 2002, edition of Smoky Mountain News. An 
announcement of plans about this reprint, “Hunter Library 
to Publish New Edition of Regional Classic,” appeared in the 
Smoky Mountain Times, Nov. 24, 2016.
 Finally, I owe a debt of gratitude to my brother, Don 
Casada, who has done a lot of digging on the Hunnicutts 
in official records, spent a great deal of time bushwhacking 
in some of the terrain where Sam hunted and fished, and 
spent considerable time in the book attempting to learn 
more about both the place names and people mentioned in 
its pages.

Jim Casada
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Originally published in 1926, Twenty Years Hunting and 
Fishing in the Great Smoky Mountains is a vivid, firsthand 

account of life in rural Appalachia. Samuel Hunnicutt (1880-
1969) was an avid and accomplished outdoorsman. He lived 
with his wife, Leah, and seven children in what is today the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Hunnicutt’s many 
hunting and fishing trips in this rugged and remote part of 
North Carolina are recounted in forty-seven tales captured in 
his distinct and unadorned voice. Hunnicutt’s original work, 
long considered a lost classic, is presented here in an unaltered 
facsimile edition with a new introduction by Jim Casada.
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